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Liquid-permeable piezoactive polyvinylidene fluoride films were produced as porous membranes using preparation process including melt extrusion, annealing, cold/hot extension and poling consequent operations. The effect of technological control parameter at extrusion stage (melt draw
ratio) on the characteristics of the film structure (overall porosity, liquid permeability and polymorphous composition) was investigated. The values
of melt draw ratio which provides the permeability to liquids were established. The structure elements of nano- and micro- levels were determined
by a number of experimental techniques. It was proved that the samples contain the pores with sizes 10 – 50 nm. The dependence of polymorphous
composition and content of piezoactive crystalline modification on preparation conditions was analyzed. Permeable polyvinylidene fluoride films
were successfully poled, and the stable piezoelectric response of the samples was demonstrated.
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1.

Introduction

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) attracts great attention as a membrane material because it has several advantages
for filtration and separation processes such as chemical and thermal stability, flexibility and mechanical strength [1–7].
PVDF films have been extensively applied in industrial sectors including environmental, electronic, energy, chemical
and biotechnologies areas. However, fabrication of high performance PVDF materials remains challenging and has
remained difficult to be achieved.
Permeable to liquids, porous PVDF films can be prepared using techniques based on the mechanism of phase
inversion and thermally induced phase separation [4, 8, 9]. In these methods, the pores are generated by the extraction
of a solvent. Extraction is carried out as the solution is evaporated, and a solid porous film is formed. By controlling
the morphology, it is possible to produce PVDF films with various pore sizes and permeability. A mean pore diameter
in the range of 20 – 100 nm was reported for such materials. Membrane production based on the phase separation
method has two main drawbacks: solvent contamination and expensive solvent recovery.
Permeable films of semicrystalline polymers may be produced by a so-called “dry method” which is less expensive, more productive and reduces the environmental impact because no solvents (as a rule, theyit are generally toxic
ones) are needed [10–12]. This technique is based on the extension of a film containing a highly oriented stacked
lamellar structure. It has been successfully employed for fabricating microporous polypropylene and polyethylene
microporous films. There are three consecutive stages of the process: (1) melt extrusion to produce the precursor film
with an oriented lamellar morphology, (2) annealing of this film to thicken the lamellae due to involving of macromolecular chains from amorphous regions into the crystals, and (3) uniaxial extension of the film at room temperature
to create voids between lamellae, and then thermal stabilization of the porous structure. Stage (1) is a complex process
because the film should be produced under high melt draw ratios and cooling rates. Stages (1) and (2) provide the specific morphology formed by stacks of flat lamellar crystallites arranged perpendicularly to the orientation direction of
the macromolecular chains. Due to this structure, the effective pore creation is possible as a result of lamellae separation during extension at stage (3). It was proved that the 3-step process (melt extrusion–annealing–uniaxial extension)
gives the possibility to obtain microporous PVDF films [13–17]. The porous structure of the PVDF membranes containing open to the surface and closed in the volume pores and permeable for water vapor have been produced [16].
At the same time, liquid-permeable PVDF membranes produced by melt extrusion technology haven’t been reported
to the best of our knowledge.
It should be noted, that PVDF is widely used not only in the membrane industry but also as the most common
non-ceramic piezoelectric material in the electrical industry [18, 19]. Recently, it was shown [20–23] that electrical
excitation of the piezoelectrically vibrating membranes (as PVDF, as inorganic piezomembranes, both) could increase
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the flux and markedly reduce membrane fouling. The results of the filtration experiments of Darestani [20, 21] using
the piezoelectric PVDF materials showed that the vibrations delayed membrane fouling significantly while the membrane flux was maintained close toly at its initial value. Another innovating point is design of oscillatory resonant
devices for gravimetric biosensors (microbalances) based on porous PVDF piezofilms as an alternative for piezoelectric quartz crystals [24]. A new concept was also introduced for self-charging power cells (piezosupecapacitors) based
on piezoactive PVDF separators, in which the mechanical energy is directly converted into electrochemical energy
through a piezoelectric effect and is directly stored in a Li-ion battery [25–27]. All of these investigations involve the
use of porous piezoactive PVDF films, therefore elaboration of new synthetic approaches seems relevant.
PVDF is a crystallising polymer, and it has at least four crystalline modifications (α, αc , β and γ) [28]. The alltrans β-phase is ferroelectric and mainly responsible for its piezoelectric properties. At the same time, melt processing
techniques yield only α-phase and the polymorphic transition from α- to β-modification can be efficiently implemented using the orientation drawing at temperatures between 60 and 90 ◦ C or under increased pressure [28, 29].
Therefore, the development of an approach that enables the formation of piezoactive β-crystallites in porous PVDF
materials is an important task for practical application of PVDF.
It is important to note that for transformation of PVDF films into a piezoelectrically active state an electrical
poling must be carried out. Poling involves the application of an electric field at elevated temperatures to orient the
polar axis of the β-phase domains in the field direction. This allows alignment of the β-phase crystals and converts an
inactive β-PVDF film into an electromechanically active material. In order to achieve a large piezoelectric response
in PVDF materials, the poling process usually requires an external field of higher than 30 MV/m at temperatures
of 70 – 100 ◦ C. Poling can also result in partly conversion of the α-phase to the β-phase [28]. However, there is
the technological obstacle to polish porous structures because the voids are able to promote breakdown [29, 30]. To
overcome this difficulty, the special method was elaborated. As an electrode the common aluminium adhesive tape
was used. A thin adhesive layer played the role of an additional insulator protecting from electrical breakdown. The
advantage of this approach is in its simplicity. Aluminium adhesive tapes provide satisfactory DC poling of PVDF
at increased temperature and can be easily peeled off after the poling, and porous structure is not damaged. A poled
porous film is a ready to use piezoactive membrane.
A liquid metal (eutectic gallium–indium–tin alloy) was used as an electrode for piezoelectric modulus measuring
in this work. It can be easily rubbed in the surface of the PVDF porous films without permeation inside them. The
liquid metal can be easily erased from the surface of the porous film. Thus, the proposed method of the poling technique is a universal approach which gives an opportunity to produce the materials with stable piezoelectric response.
Specific applications of this approach may lay in the field where large-area piezoactive films are needed (much more
than 10 cm2 ). The applicability of “dry method” for through porous PVDF films preparation and their piezoelectric
performance has not been investigated yet to the full extent.
The applicability of “dry method” for through porous PVDF films preparation and their piezoelectric performance has not been investigated yet to the full extent. The goal of this study was to obtain the porous liquidpermeable and, at the same time, having piezoactiveity PVDF films in the process including the stages of melt extrusion/annealing/extension/poling and determine the permeability, porous structure characteristics, content of piezoactive β-crystallite modification and piezoelectric modulus.
The goal of this study was as follows:
— to obtain the porous liquid-permeable and, at the same time, piezoactive PVDF films using a melt extrusion
process;
— to perform poling of these films by electric voltage;
— to determine the porous structure characteristics, content of piezoactive β-crystallite modification and piezoelectric modulus.
2.

Materials and Methods

Commercial PVDF grades Kynar 720 (Atofina Chemicals Inc., USA) with melt index 10 g/10 min (230 ◦ C, 5 kg)
and melting temperature 168 ◦ C were used. The PVDF films were formed on a laboratory single screw extruder
(Scamia, France) with a slit die. Two processing parameters were controlled at this stage: die gap and extruder screw
speed. Other parameters such as uptake speed (3.2 meters per minute) and melt extrusion temperature (die temperature
200 ◦ C) were kept constant. The melt draw ratio was varied by adjusting of screw speed and die gap (Table 1) and
calculated as:
λ = S · ρ · l/m,
where S – the die gap area (cm2 ), ρ – density of the extruded film (1.78 g·cm−3 ), m and l – weight (g) and length
(cm) of the extruded film piece. In this work λ was varied from 55 to 157 (Table 1).
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TABLE 1. The effect of extrusion parameters on characteristics of the extruded PVDF films
Die gap, mm

Screw speed, s−1

Melt draw ratio

Thickness, µm

1.0

0.75

55

22

1.0

0.50

84

15

1.5

0.75

103

18

1.5

0.50

157

12

The extruded films were annealed under isometric conditions (at fixed ends of the sample to avoid the shrinkage
of an oriented film at heating) during 1 h at a temperature near the melting point of the polymer (167 ◦ C). The uniaxial
extension of the annealed films was carried out in air in the orientation direction at a velocity of 40 mm/min. The first
(“cold”) extension was carried out at room temperature up to 40 % elongation. However, cold drawing alone leads
to the formation of porous structure, permeable to vapors and gases but not permeable to liquids because it has low
porosity and does not contain through flow channels. To enlarge the number and sizes of pores the second (“hot”)
extension stage was carried out at 100 ◦ C up to 50 %. After the “hot” extension, the films were subjected to thermal
stabilization under isometric conditions for 1 h at 100 ◦ C to prevent shrinkage after stress relief and to take off the
inner stress initiated by orientation.
The stress–strain curves were obtained at uniaxial extension of the annealed samples with sizes 5 × 50 mm at
the rate 50 mm·min−1 in a 2166 R-5 tensile test machine (Tochpribor, Russia). The stress-strain curves were used
to determine yield stress, breaking strength, elastic modulus and break elongation. For each sample no less than five
measurements were performed. The measurement error calculated as the standard deviation did not exceed 10 % of the
average value of the determined characteristic. The annealed films were characterized by the value of elastic recovery
ER50 which was measured at cyclic loading of the samples up to extension 50 % at velocity 50 %·min−1 . ER50 was
calculated in percents as ratio of recovery deformation of the sample to its total deformation at the first cycle.
The overall porosity of the samples was calculated by the Eq.:
P = [(ρ − ρp ) /ρ] × 100 %,
where ρp is the density of the porous film, which was measured gravimetrically.
The permeability of the porous films to liquids was estimated by filtration porosimetry based on the flow of a liquid
through the PVDF sample. This method is a nondestructive one and, in addition, it is similar to the operation conditions
under which microfiltration membranes are usually used. Permeability measurement was performed in a filtration cell
under a pressure of 0.5 MPa. Ethanol was used as a wetting liquid in the experiment. To measure the permeability of
water, which is nonwetting liquid for PVDF, it was necessary previously to wet the sample previously by ethanol and
then to flow water through the sample. The permeability value is inversely to liquid viscosity. Viscositiesy of ethanol
and water at 20 ◦ C are 1.197 and 1.006 mPa/s, respectively. It was tested that permeability to water is on 15 % higher
than to ethanol for all porous samples.
The wide-angle X-ray scattering studies were performed using a DRON 2.0 diffractometer (Burevestnik, Russia)
with CuKα radiation. Recording was carried out in a transmission mode. To determine the degree of orientation of
the samples, azimuthal curves of intensity of reflection (110) were obtained. The degree of orientation was estimated
by calculating the orientation factor through the following Eq. [31]:
3 cos2 ϕ − 1
,
2
where ϕ is the angle between the extrusion direction and the crystalline chain axis.
It is known that, as a rule, the crystalline structure of PVDF samples contains the mixtures of polymorphous
modifications, mainly, α and β crystals. To characterize the sample, it is necessary to determine the portions of
these crystalline phases. At the same time, the structural methods such as Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) and Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) cannot be used to determine the percentage of crystalline phases in PVDF films: the
IR spectra permit to characterize these phases qualitatively but not quantitatively because of difficulties in peaks
resolution [28]. The same can be said about melting peaks on DSC. In the previous works (for example, 16, 17, 28),
X-ray scattering was used to identify the crystalline phases in PVDF by recording the equatorial reflections located in
the vicinity of 2θ = 20◦ , 17.66◦ , 18.30◦ , 26.56◦ for α- and 20.26◦ for β- phases, respectively. It was shown that the
diffraction peaks for the phases partially overlap with each other, and therefore, it is impossible to separate correctly
fc =
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these reflections. In the present work, the meridian reflections disposed at 39◦ and 35◦ for α- and β- modifications [32],
respectively, were recorded in the orientation direction of the film in transmission mode to estimate quantitatively the
content of these crystalline phases.
The degree of crystallinity was determined by the Hermans–Weidinger method [31] using the samples prepared by
stacking of randomly oriented pieces of the porous films. The thickness of lamellae was determined by the half-width
of the meridional reflex using the Debae–Scherrer formula. In earlier work [15] we measured thickness of lamellae in
the extruded and annealed samples by small-angle X-ray scattering, and the values obtained by these methods differ
by no more than 10 – 20 %. Thickness of lamellae in the samples formed at the extrusion and subsequent annealing
was measured by small-angle X-ray scattering [15].
The porous structure parameters were calculated from the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, which were obtained using Surface area analyzer “Sorbtometr-M” (Katakon, Russia). The standard sample holder was loaded with
pieces of the porous film with the total mass 0.15 – 0.25 g. The samples specific surface area was estimated from the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) model. The pore size distribution was obtained using the isotherm measured over the
relative pressure range of (Ps /Po ) from 0.30 to 0.99.
The surface and cross-section morphology of the samples were studied using scanning electron microscopy ZEISS
MERLIN (Germany) at the voltage of 10 kV. Film cleavages were obtained by the brittle failure technique in liquid
nitrogen.
The PVDF porous films were poled by a contact method of thermal poling. Aluminum adhesive tape was used as
an electrode material. For electrical poling, metalized PVDF membrane was sandwiched between two electrodes in
the poling setup which was set in a thermostat at 90 ◦ C. The voltage between the electrodes was increased step-wise
from zero to 105 V·µm−1 at a rate of 50 V·min−1 . A DC power supply B5-24A (Russia) was used to generate the
desired electric potential difference. After that, the film was cooled to room temperature under the electric field. The
experiment was repeated at least three times for each sample.
After the sample poling, the aluminum adhesive tape was carefully removed from the film, the surfaces was
thoroughly cleaned by ethanol and metalized again with a liquid metal (eutectic gallium–indium–tin alloy) which was
applied on the sample surface manually. The reason forof the second metallization is that the adhesive conductive tapes
don’t allow registering the piezoresponse because of isolating action of a thin glue layer. To the contrary, the liquid
metal can’t be used for thermal polarization of permeable membranes because of increased probability of breakdown
as a result of metal penetration into the through channels. The thin isolation glue layer of the aluminum adhesion
tape acts as a breakdown protector for porous film polarization, but it has to be substituted for an appropriate contact
electrode layer after the poling procedure.
Transverse piezoelectric coefficient d31 was measured by static tension applied to the polarized films with the
liquid metal contacts along the orientation axis. Mechanical stress of the sample was set from 5 to 20 N (12 –
40 MPa). The potential difference at the contact electrodes of the sample at its deformation was measured using a
R-30 potentiostat (Elins, Russia). Piezoelectric coefficient d31 was calculated by equation [34]:
C · ∆U · B
,
A · ∆F
where C is the sum of capacities of the sample and a reference capacitor (1 µF), A is area of the electrodes on the
sample surfaces (cm2 ), B is the cross-section area of the film (cm2 ), ∆U is the voltage values (V), and F is an applied
tensile force (N).
d31 =

3.
3.1.

Results and discussion
Characterization of the extruded and annealed PVDF films

Due to melt drawing, the samples formed at extrusion stage have the oriented structure, and the orientation degree
is determined by melt draw ratio λ (Table 2). This is displayed in the pictures of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Fig. 1), where the surface images of PVDF extruded films exhibits highly oriented lamellar stack morphology. It is
known [10, 14, 15] that this structure is the most suitable for pores formation in the process of subsequent uniaxial
extension which initiates moving apart of lamellae and appearance discontinuities between them. It was shown by
X-ray data that the sizes of lamellae in PVDF extruded films were as 7 – 8 nm. These is values does not depend on
λ because it is determined by crystallization temperature of the extruded films which was constant in the process of
their solidification during film formation procedure.
Isometric annealing of the extruded films at high temperature close to PVDF melting point is the important stage
which makes it possible to enlarge orientation degree (annealing is carried out at the stress provided by fixation of
the film ends) and also to increase considerably the thickness of lamellae which reaches 11 – 12 nm. As it can be
seen from Table 2, the orientation factor of the annealed films increases from 0.90 to 0.97 as λ grows from 55 to 157.
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TABLE 2. Orientation degree and mechanical characteristics of the annealed PVDF films

λ

fc

Yield
stress,
MPa

Breaking
strength,
MPa

Young’s
modulus,
MPa

Elongation
at break,
%

Elastic
recovery,
%

55

0.90

58

75

1460

130

71

84

0.93

59

81

1520

114

81

103

0.94

59

86

1570

94

87

157

0.97

60

98

1680

71

89

F IG . 1. SEM picture of surface for the extruded PVDF films formed at λ = 55
Mechanical characteristics of the annealed films are also found to be dependent on melt draw ratio (Fig. 2). Breaking
strength and elastic modulus increase with growth of λ (Table 2). At the same time, elongation at break decreases with
increasing of λ that indicates a rising of their hardness.

F IG . 2. Stress-strain curves for annealed samples with λ = 55 (a) and 103 (b)
Stress-strain curves analysis of the annealed PVDF films is useful for understanding of porous structure formation
under uniaxial extension of the annealed samples (Fig. 2). The initial linear part of the stress-strain curves characterizes
the elastic deformation of the samples up to the yield stress point. Yield stress is well pronounced for λ = 55 but less
and less observed for the samples as λ grows. In the second part of the curve, following an intermediate region, an
almost linear increase in the stress (strain hardening) is observed. This increase is responsible for the elastic character
of the lamellar deformation and growth of number and size of the pores. Fig. 2 demonstrates that the higher melt draw
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ratio is the less pronounced the yield stress becomes, the higher the rupture strain and the more stronger the second
slope which is responsible for the lamellar deformation. Thus at increasing of λ the annealed samples acquire “hard
elastic” properties, namely, capability to large elastic reversible deformations. The cyclic loading (Fig. 3) demonstrates
the “hard elasticity” of the annealed samples which were characterized by the value of elastic recovery ER50 as ratio
of reversible deformation to total one. It is seen in Table 2 that ER50 increases with λ. It was shown [10, 35] that hard
elastic properties are the necessary condition for porous structure formation at subsequent extension.

F IG . 3. Stressstrain curves for the annealed film with λ = 103 under cyclic loading
3.2.

Structure of the PVDF porous films

The influence of melt draw ratio on the structure of the porous PVDF films obtained by two-step – ”cold” and then
“hot” – uniaxial extension (40 and 50 %, respectively) is shown in Table 3. As it can be seen, the overall porosity of
the film formed at λ = 55 is 21 % while for the samples obtained at λ = 84 – 157, it reaches 26 – 28 %. According to
the measurements by filtration porosimetry, the film prepared at λ = 55 is impermeable while the samples extruded at
λ = 84 – 157 are permeable that is the evidence that these films contain through flow channels connecting two surfaces
of the film providing them with through permeability. Thus, it can be concluded that the percolation threshold to reach
the through permeability is found to lie around 25 % overall porosity that approximately corresponds to λ ∼ 60 –
70. This result is in accordance with the porosity percolation threshold determined by percolation theory as 25 –
30 % [36]. It was confirmed for PE and PP porous films obtained by the same (“dry”) method [10, 35].
TABLE 3. Structure characteristics of PVDF porous films
Melt draw ratio

λ = 55

λ = 84

λ = 103

λ = 157

Thickness, µm

19

13

16

11

Overall porosity, %

21

26

27

28

Liquid permeability
(ethanol), l·m−2 ·h−1 ·atm−1

Impermeable

1.1

0.9

1.3

Liquid permeability
(water), l·m−2 ·h−1 ·atm−1

Impermeable

1.3

1.1

1.5

Degree of crystallinity, %

58

60

61

63

Content of β-phase, %

38

31

20

15

It is seen in Table 3 that film permeability grows with increasing of λ and with decreasing of the die gap. This
allows one to conclude that the optimal morphology for the effective through pores appearance at the stage of uniaxial
extension is formed at the extrusion stage in the range of λ > 60 – 70.
Crystalline structure of the porous films was investigated by X-ray diffraction. According to the calculations of
intensities of the meridional X-ray reflections, the crystalline phase of the extruded and annealed samples consists of
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α-modification alone. It was found that all the microporous PVDF films contain a mixture of α- and β-crystallites
(Table 3 and Fig. 4).

F IG . 4. Meridional X-ray diffractograms of the annealed (a) and porous PVDF films with λ =
55 (b), 84 (c), 103 (d) and 157 (e)
In this preparation technique the porous structure formation and also α > β-transition, both, are initiated by the
uniaxial extension of the annealed PVDF films. Note that the data given in Table 3 demonstrates that the percentage
of β-phase decreases with increasing of melt draw ratio. It may explained by the fact that at lower orientation at the
extrusion stage, the less perfect, weakly oriented crystals are formed (as compared with ones formed at higher λ), and
consequently it is easier to implement α > β-transition on the subsequent uniaxial extension stage. At the same time,
it was established in [29] that an increasing of orientation degree at extension leads to the growth of β-phase content
for the films extruded at all λ.
3.3.

Morphology of the porous PVDF films

The results of SEM investigations of the porous samples are presented at Fig. 5. The surface of the impermeable
film (λ = 55, Fig. 5(a)) is filled with dense solidified structure elements, connected by fibrils. The surface structure
is weakly oriented and has few ruptures (pores). In contrast, the permeable films surface (λ = 103, 157, Fig. 5(b,c))
has greater porosity and disrupted fibril-like ties inside the pores. This clearly illustrates the fact that at the extension
of the annealed films obtained at the highest value of λ the mechanical stress leads to lamellar separation but not to
reorientation, spherulites splitting and etc.

F IG . 5. SEM micrographs of surface of the PVDF porous films with λ = 55 (a), 103 (b), 157 (c)
The denser structure with smaller pores can be noticed beneath the large, opened to surface pores (Fig. 5(b)).
Electron microscopy of the porous films cross-section shows that the scale of surface structure elements differs from
inner regions ones (Fig. 6). As it can be seen at Fig. 6, the morphology of the surface is characterized by the large
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wavy structures which have a scale relief in submicro- and micrometer range 0.1 – 1.0 µm. In contrast, in the inner
part of the sample there are the smaller scale pores with the sizes less 50 nm located in the inter-lamellar regions
(Fig. 6).

F IG . 6. SEM micrographs of cross-section of the permeable PVDF film (λ = 103)
Highly developed surface relief (Figs. 5–6) of the prepared porous films are able to produce a high specific surface
area. Low-temperature gas adsorption method (method BET) gave specific surface of the permeable samples about
37 m2 ·g−1 . Note that nonporous extruded and annealed films have specific surface in order 10−3 m2 ·g−1 . The pores
size distributions have a maximum in the range of diameters 10 – 30 nm (Fig. 7). Increasing of λ leads to a few shift
of maximum of the curve to the larger sizes (at 5 nm), and also to the growth of volume of pore space, i.e. number of
pores. This provides evidence that the sizes 10 – 50 nm is a characteristic structural parameter for this system, and an
increase in the permeability with orientation degree is mainly due to rising in the number of pores. It should be noted,
that the pore size distribution calculated from adsorption isotherm (method Barrett–Joyner–Halenda) is in accordance
with the SEM data of the sample cross-sections where the pores about 15 – 50 nm can be visually estimated (Fig. 6).

F IG . 7. Pores size distributions of the permeable porous PVDF film formed at λ = 55 (a) and 103 (b)
Thus, investigations of permeable PVDF porous films performed by a number of experimental techniques demonstrate the complicated structure consisting of elements of different scale levels: surface relief is formed by structure
details of micrometer scale, the sizes of pores are in the range of several tens of nanometers, and, at last, crystalline
lamellae have the thickness of about 10 nanometers. However, the design of structure on the surface and inside the
porous samples has the similar character that allows us to classify the sample structure as fractal.
Maximal permeability which have been reached in this work (1.3 and 1.5 l·m−2 h−1 atm−1 for flowing of ethanol
and water, respectively) is rather small as compared with the PVDF films obtained by “wet method” which have the
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larger pore sizes (50 – 300 nm) than our samples (Fig. 7). But the “wet method” process produces the membranes
which are characterized by much wider pore size distribution, i.e. by low separation selectivity. And also, it is important to note, that “dry” technology is based on solvent-free and cost effective process comprising melt extrusion,
thermal and mechanical treatments. Moreover, PVDF porous films prepared in this work have the additional functionality, namely, they demonstrate piezoactive properties.
3.4.

Poling and stability of piezoelectric characteristics

To characterize the piezoelectric properties in porous PVDF films, the DC poling was performed for the impermeable (λ = 55) and permeable (λ = 84) ones. These samples possess the similar values of crystallinity but they have
the different porosity and β-phase content (Table 3). It was found (Table 4) that the values of piezomodulus along the
sample orientation (d31 ) are close to each other (10 – 11 pC·N−1 ) but have a tendency to decrease for the sample with
lower content of piezoactive component. After the first month of storage at ambient conditions, the films’ piezoelectric
modulus decreased by ∼ 15 % and 27 % for impermeable and permeable samples, respectively. However after the
next month of storage, both samples showed a high stability of polarization over time (Table 4). Note that the poling
does not induce decreasing of permeability of the samples, which remains on the same level as it was before high
voltage application (1.1 l·m−2 ·h−1 ·atm−1 ).
TABLE 4. Piezomodulus d31 (pC·N−1 ) of the microporous PVDF films with λ = 55 and 84
λ = 55
(impermeable)

λ = 84
(permeable)

Immediately after polarization

11.5

10.4

After 1 month

9.7

7.6

After 2 month

9.5

7.5

Storage time

Thus, in this work, for the first time, for PVDF membranes were prepared by the a “dry method” the that attained
both liquid permeability and piezoelectric response, both, are reached. These films may be used for electrically
controlled systems design (piezosupercapacitors, piezobiosensors, oscillating fouling-resisted membranes and etc.).
4.

Conclusions

Porous PVDF films which combine through permeability and also piezoactivity were successfully produced in
the effective, ecologically safe manufacturing process based on polymer melt extrusion. The effect of melt draw ratio
on the overall porosity and liquid permeability was investigated in this paper for the first time. Optimal operating
parameters for melt extrusion were determined for successful pores nucleation and growth to reach the percolation
threshold for the appearance of liquid permeability. The permeable membranes were obtained when extrusion process
was performed at melt draw ratios higher than 60 – 70 which corresponds to the percolation threshold for overall
porosity 23 %. At the higher melt draw ratios the permeability increases, but the overall porosity does not change. It
was found that the films contained the pores with sizes 15 – 50 nm. The surfaces of the films were found to have a
strongly developed relief with scale of relief in order 1 – 2 µm. The content of β-phase in the permeable films having
piezoproperties reaches more than 30 %. Hierarchy of structure elements on micro- and nano-scale levels have been
investigated, and the possibility to regulate the characteristics of the samples by processing parameter at extrusion stage
of the preparation process to reach the desired combination of properties was demonstrated. Also, new possibilities of
poling were revealed for the permeable to liquids PVDF films which were successfully poled, and stable piezoelectric
response was demonstrated. The “dry method” of porous PVDF piezoactive membranes preparation presented herein
stimulates further research because the unique combination of their properties are of outstanding interest for a number
of application fields such as membrane technology, storage, conversion and harvesting of energy.
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